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The Real Estate Script is a fully scalable turn-key PHP MySQL Real Estate. Charge members to list
ads or run in free mode. Best of all.It comes pre-loaded with different real estate types and a FREE
installation wizard!

This is a powerful combination of the most desired features and easy-to-use interface for property
management tasks. This professional system allows you to automate and simplify the realty
business process.

With this solution you'll be able to transform your business into a more efficient, productive and
prosperous e-business enterprise. It is a fully scalable turnkey PHP MySQL real estate script
allowing site administrators to charge members to list properties.

Key Applications of the Real Estate Portal Script:

â€¢	Script is designed by keeping an eye on the basic search requirements of visitors, Agents &
Brokers Entry & their Details, Fully controllable by Admin.

â€¢	All the sites templates are easily editable to suit your requirements.

â€¢	3rd Party script integrations possible.

â€¢	Impressive Layout to attract your customers and visitors.

â€¢	Payment Gateway options.

Property Listing Script is an easy to use PHP real estate script which lets you manage a real estate
listing website or portal and publish property classifieds for sale or rent online. The real estate listing
script allows you to integrate an easy to use real estate ads manager into your website as you only
have to copy/paste a single line of code. A Developer Licence with full PHP SOURCE CODES is
available for Property Listing Script!

Our professional script offer a complete real estate solutionsfor agents, brokers and property
managers, assisting them with their day-to-day management, marketing, analysis and more. Our
real estate php scriptproduct is a readymade script for running a professional real estate web site. If
you ever need to change your site by your own needs, you can easily customize it.

It allows you to launch powerful and professional looking real estate portals with rich functionalities
for the private sellers, buyers and real estate agents to list properties for sale or rent, search in the
database, show featured ads and many others. The private sellers can manage their ads at any
time through their personal administration space.

Our Script is a complete software solution that will save your money, time and effort. And most
importantly, it will boost your online real estate business and guarantee its success! The Real Estate
PHP Script is a fully scalable turn-key PHP MySQL Real Estate. This Script is a powerful
combination of the most desired features and easy-to-use interface for property management tasks.
This professional real estate system allows you to automate and simplify the realty business
process.
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